
The well-preserved manuscript is 49.5 cm long and 4.5 cm wide, made of palm-leaf. The 

leaves of the manuscript, onto which the script is engraved, are protected by blank covers that 

are also made of palm-leaf.  

The single leaves are bound in bundles with a string that apparently is made of plant origin. 

Two holes are drilled into each leaf, the ends of the string pulled through are tied into a knot. 

While closed, one can also see the leaves’ coloured edges. In the middle of its length, a red 

strip of colour is applied, approximately as wide as the space between the leaves’ holes.  

The edges to the red stripe’s right and left are coloured in gold. Opening the manuscript, one 

can see seven lines of writing on each leaf’s front and back, except for the leaves covering the 

manuscript.  

 

Function of the object in the context of its production 

 

It seems likely that the manuscript contains the fifth part of a text called Silakhanda, a part 

from the digha nikaya, meaning “long collection”. The digha nikaya contains 34 suttas – the 

narrative parts of Buddhist scripts – and includes dialogues of Buddha.1 The text is about 

dana and sila, therefore tells about generosity and moral behaviour and one can presume that 

the manuscript was produced for a religious context.2  

In general, manuscripts were produced for a variety of purposes in different locations, but also 

in Buddhist monasteries. The production itself was regarded as an act to gain merit.3 Also, the 

manuscripts provided teaching material and handbooks for monks and novices, as well as 

Buddhist literature to read to the lay people during religious ceremonies.4 Regarding this 

particular manuscript’s content of generosity and moral behaviour, the manuscript appears to 

also have a didactic character, instructing people in questions of how to behave appropriately.  

 

 

Provenance and history of collection in Switzerland 

 

Myanmar; India (?); Colonel Antoine Henri Louis Polier; BCU Lausanne, former Academy of 

Lausanne.  

                                                
1 “Sutta Pitaka,” Encyclopaedia Britannica, accessed February 27, 2019, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Sutta-
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A note in the manuscript indicates that the script was written around 1760, most likely in 

Burma, today’s Myanmar. At the end of the text, a date is indicated. It is translated to “in the 

year 120 more” in relation to the Burmese Era. It seems to be likely that this date equals the 

year 1758 or 1760 AD in todays Gregorian calendar.5  

In 1788, it presumably came to Europe with Swiss Colonel Antoine Henri Louis Polier (1741-

1795), to whom the manuscript is attributed.6 Polier came to Europe, along with his collection 

of manuscripts, after having spent 30 years in India.7 He left the manuscript to the Academy 

of his hometown, Lausanne, before moving to Avignon, France.8 The Academy included a 

Kunstkabinett, a cabinet of curiosities, as well as a library that later became part of the BCU 

Lausanne.9   During Polier’s time, the cabinet and the library were connected through 

Alexandre César Chavannes (1731-1800), who was not only the librarian of the Academy, but 

also in charge of the cabinet of curiosities.10 Today, the manuscript is still preserved at the 

BCU Lausanne.  

 

Personal analysis 

 

Polier’s activities in collecting manuscripts are well researched and these researches do 

mostly rely on his interest towards Persian, Arabic, Hindustani and Sanskrit manuscripts. As a 

Swiss foreigner, Polier was not part of the society of the British colonial authority and not 

part of the colonized inhabitants in India. Polier tried to insert himself between both parties.11 

As a collector, there was the possibility to be accepted in both societies he wanted to associate 

with, but by nationality was a foreigner to them: the society of British military men in India 

and Mughal society in India. The habit of collecting granted him access to both societies to a 

certain degree, since collecting manuscripts was a valued practice in both societies, varying in 

their reasons.12 
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Collecting Manuscripts in Late 18th Century India 
 

For some time it was believed that the language of the written text is another Indian language, 

Malabar, according to a short inventory entry at the Cantonal and University Library 

Lausanne (BCU Lausanne). During my research on the manuscript’s provenance, I was able 

to discover that the script and language actually are not Malabar. Rather the script is Burmese, 

and the writing’s language is bilingual: Burmese Pali, the canonical language of Theravada 

Buddhism. The manuscript is written in the so-called nissaya-style, meaning that short 

passages in Pali alternate with the Burmese translation.13  

So interestingly, the Burmese manuscript with its Buddhist text does not seem to have any 

significance or relation to the societies Polier hoped to gain access through his collecting 

activities. One wonders, if it would have been useful to Polier at the Muslim Mughal courts, 

where people were speaking and reading Persian or Arabic. 14  And British collectors, 

especially military men like Warren Hastings, were most interested in texts concerning 

Hinduism and Indian culture, mostly written in Sanskrit.15 Therefore, I would like to argue, 

that collecting manuscripts in India could also have an additional motivation: a general 

personal and extensive interest in religion.  

Like Polier, many of his male ancestors have been militaries or mercenaries – but there is also 

a religious and intellectual heritage. His great-uncle, Georges Polier (1675 – 1759), was 

Professor of Hebrew at the Lausanne Academy, and author of religious works. Polier’s 

paternal uncle, Jean-Antoine-Noe Polier (1713 – 1783), was noted as a Protestant pastor.16 

Polier, therefore coming from a Protestant family, himself began to learn Persian, Arabic as 

the language of the Koran, as well as Sanskrit, and was introduced to Hindu mythology, due 

to his effort of gaining access to various societies in India.17 Having brought a Buddhist 

manuscript with him to Switzerland, he could have had a similar interest in Buddhism – a 

religion Polier was not yet associated with.  

 

Conclusion  
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While the social aspects of Polier’s collecting activities are well known, further research on 

the manuscript written in Burmese and Pali, containing a religious Buddhist text, could lead to 

a new approach that allows to see Polier’s life and his time in India in an additional point of 

view.  

Moreover, it also points to the question of how the manuscript became Polier’s possession in 

India and the trade of manuscripts within the regions of South-Asia. Through the manuscript 

of Polier, Switzerland, Great Britain, India and Myanmar become connected. This example of 

Polier’s activities in collecting manuscripts displays the entwinement of Switzerland, Swiss 

people and Colonialism even beyond the borders of contemporary British colonial territory.18  
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